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The above findings would suggest that trainees did not choose

training occupations ra.domly, but that personal and social characteristics

and experience in the labor market were related to occupational choice.

Brickmasonry trainees, who had enjoyed high earnings in the past, chose the

training occupation which would offer them the highest hourly rates. Carpentry,

which also pays relatively high hourly wages, attracted older workers who

seem to have been economically less secure and relatively deprived. The

service and sales occupation of meat processing appealed most to younger men

with more education. And these who had been associated with farming were

attracted disproportionately to farm machinery maintenance.

Looking at the sixth item in Table 12 we can also see. differential

commitment to the different kinds of jobs. When interviewed in the Spring

of 1966, the men trained in brickmasonry were more inclined than others to

say that at the time they were in training they looked forward only to

training-related employment. Those in farm machinery maintenance recalled

the lowest level of commitment to their field.

Trainee Evaluation of Job TrainLag

When we asked those we interviewed who had completed training

whether they felt they had learned enough to perform in the occupation, 77

per cent of the 127 trainees said that they had. 33
Twelve said the

training period was too short and one said he was incapable of learning.

*Five blamed poor teaching and 9 felt that lack of equipment was responsible

33Because of the low level of literacy of some of the trainees, the
staff felt that 24 of them were just ready to begin job training at the
time the project came to an end.

As we will note in the conclusions to this report, the staff thought
it would be desirable to vary the training period according to the needs of
the individual. Some persons could be trained in 9 months; others should
be allowed to remain as long as two years.
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for the inadequacy of the training. Evaluation of the adequacy of the

training was strongly related to training occupation, as indicated in

Table 13.

TABLE 13

PER CENT OF INTERVIEWED TRAINEES WHO FELT
THEY HAD LEARNED ENOUGH THROUGH TRAINING
TO PERFORM JOBS BY TRAINING OCCUPATION

OMM1.11.111111

Training Occupation

Learned Enough to Do Job

Number Per Cent

INON=Mm.MM.MEMNIMMID=1.../MIMIIMIIM11

Br ickmasonry

Carpentry

Farm machinery maintenance

Meat processing

35a

278

34a

94a

95

78

62

96

a
Dropouts were excluded from the numbers on which

percentages were computed.

As the trainees had been competing in the job market between the

time they completed their training and the time we interviewed them,

they had experiences additional to their more immediate training reactions

on which to base their evaluations. Those trained in brickmasonry and in

meat processing were much more favorably disposed: more than 9 out of 10

thought the training was adequate, whereas only 3 out of 4 in carpentry,

and 2 out of 3 in farm machinery maintenance thought they had learned enough

to perform in the jobs for which they had presumably been trained.

When these men were asked what it was about the training that was

inadequate, they gave the reasons enumerated in Table 14.
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TABLE 14

REASONS GIVEN BY INTERVIEWED TRAINEES FOR EVALUATION
OF TRAINING AS INADEQUATE

Reason Givena
Br irk

Masonry
N=2

Carpentry
N =6

arm Meat
Machinery Processing

N=13 N.1

Period too short

Trainee incapable

Poor teaching

Lack of equipment

1

1

4

1

6

4

1 8

1

aDropouts (6) are excluded from the table.

Trainees in carpentry and farm machinery maintenance were more

inclined than others to think that the period of time was too short, but

only those in farm machinery objected with any frequency to the quality

of the teaching or the equipment. The reader will remember that the staff

said that instruction in this field was not up to standard.

Inadequate instruction may produce attitudinal consequences with

respect to the value of the training in the labor market. Those in

carpentry and farm machinery maintenance were less likely to think that

employers consider training as a substitute for experience on the job.

11am,

TABLE 15

PER CENT OF INTERVIEWED TRAINEES WHO THOUGHT TRAINING
WAS AN ACCEPTABLE SUBSTITUTE FOR EXPERIENCE

BY TRAINING OCCUPATION

Training Field

Training is Substitute
for Experience

Number Per Cent

Brickmasonry
37 81

Carpentry
28 71

Farm machinery maintenance 36 64
Meat processing

25 92
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If we remember that the trainees in carpentry and farm machinery

maintenance were the older trainees who also had had less education, we

might explain the lesser satisfaction of the men in these two fields by

saying that they were less well prepared for training before they came,

and that the training proceeded at too rapid a pace for them.

As indicated in Table 16, the older trainee and the trainee with

less education were less likely 'r.o think they had learned znough to perform

on the job. Men with these characteristics were also more likely to have

chosen carpentry and farm machinery maintenance. Whether their lower

evaluations of the adequacy of training is a reflection of inferior instruction

or a reflection of their own relatively greater prior deprivation and lesser

ability we cannot know for sure.

TABLE 16

PER CENT OF INTERVIEWED TRAINEES WHO FELT TRAINING WAS ADEQUATE,
BY EDUCATION AND AGE

Education

8th grade or less
9th - lith grades
12th grade or more

1=1,1MEma, 171LalNI.

Learned Enough to do Job"
Number Per Cent

CIOMMONIM11011Mg.

48a 73
453 85
29a 86

Age

Under 26 years 23a 8326-45 years
80a 81Over 45 years
18a 78

4111 IN.M1111101011Iwor(

a
Excludes those who dropped out of the program.



Of course, the trainees' own perceptions are not infallible or

even consistent. Thus, the trainees who were least likely to think they

had learned enough to perform on the job were more inclined than others

to say when asked, "As far as you know, how has the training project worked

out. . . well, or poorly or what would you say?" that the program worked out

well" (see Table 17). However, it may well be that this over-all evaluatiOn

was not done in relation to the adequacy of training, but in terms of other

dimensions. The staff reported that a group of younger trainees with

relatively higher I.Q.'s and more education were inclined to excessive

absenteeism and claimed numerous minor physical ailments to excuse themselves.

BSSR data show a tendency on the part of the younger, better educated men

to give a lower over-all evaluation to the training experience.

TABLE 17

PER CENT OF INTERVIEWED TRAINEES WHO FELT
THAT THE PROJECT HAD "WORKED OUT WELL,"

BY EDUCATION AND AGE

"Worked Out Well"

...11.11.0

Number Per Cent

Education

8th grade or less 50 90
9th-l1 th grade 47 72
12th grade and over 30 77

Age

Under 26 years 23 74
26-45 years 85 79
Over 45 years 19 95
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The general quality of the training was rated as "good" by about

equal proportions of individuals at each age and education level. This

suggests again that the differences in the trainees' over-all evaluations

are not functions of perceived quality of the skill trAinine.

Trainee Evaluation of Basic Education

The staff believed that basic education both in its relation to

skill training and in its intrinsic worth was a necessary part of the

preparation for employment; they also thought that it had an additiondt

payoff as a form of cultural enrichment. Our analysis of the trainee

interview data suggests that trainees generally agree but that their

agreement is conditioned by their previous education. Whereas 92 per cent

of those who had gone no further than the 8th grade regarded basic education

as essential, only 48 per cent of those with high school educations said

they needed it (see Table 18). The fart that the more highly educated did

not regard it as necessary to learning the job skills does not, of course,

mean that they did not realize some benefit from it. For example, three

trainees passed high school equivalency tests at the end of the training

period and others expected to be able to do so shortly after that time.

TABLE 18

PERCEPTIONS OF NEED FOR BASIC EDUCATION TO LEARN JOB SKILLS
AMONG INTERVIEWED TRAINEES, BY PRIOR EDUCATION

on Percentages)

.*.........4*

Prior Education

-amormono.

MMO.OrYM.Mos....11111www,s.a.w.w..M.Ma
8th Grade or Less Some High School 12th Grade or More

N=49a N=46a N =2 3a

Needed basic education
in order to learn
job skills

woommomanai..

92

11MM.A41..6.4M,Na,

ni14.0

70 48

aNine trainees who said they did not know whether or not they neededthe basic education were not included in the figures.
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Trainees were also asked to say in what other ways they had

benefited from the basic education. They were considerably more likely to

mention first a benefit associated with their English classes rather than

one associated with the instruction in mathematics. in Table i9 their

answers have been enumerated. Only 6 trainees were able to think of no

benefits; all but 47 could think of at least two aJsets they wanted to name.

TABLE 19

WAYS IN ADDITION TO LEARNING JOB SKILLS
IN WHICH BASIC EDUCATION WAS THOUGHT

BY INTERVIEWED TRAINEES TO HAVE HELPED THEM

Other Ways In Which Basic Per Cent
Education was Helpful Who Mentioned

Read faster 35

General social competence,
poise 36

Speak better 13

A refresher of previous
learning 12

Can read the newspaper 5

Write better 5

Improved work habits 3

Managing for family; planning 4

Helping children with homework 2

Doing mathematical problems 21

Miscellaneous other 23

None, Don't know any 5

.,...11.w1.

Total 164a

(N=127)

aTotal adds to more than 100 per cent
because 80 trainees mentioned more than one
way.
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As indicated by "salience" or priority of mcitiOn, the greater

emphasis put on the value of the communications instruction may indicate that

increased ability to read and write is generally more useful than increased

facility with mathematics, or it may reflect that the trainees, as well as

the staff, appreciated the superior quality of instruction in the English

classes.

Residence on Campus

As we noted earlier, whether a trainee lived on the campus or commuted

to the project was said to be entirely a matter of the distance of his home

from the project. Except for those in farm machinery maintenance, the

number of residents and commuters in the occupational fields was identical

(see Table 20).

TABLE 20

DISTRIBUTION OF RESIDENT AND COMMUTER TRAINEES
BY TRAINING OCCUPATIONa

AIMMIIII
.1111111.111.1111.

...IMMO
011INIOMMIIIML

......l...m.1.

Training Occupation Number of Number of
Residents Commuters.1...MO...101*I=I1

Brickmasonry 24 24

Carpentry 19 19

Farm machinery maintenance 21 15

Meat processing 22 22

Total number 86
b

80
b

410.111011 ...WNW

aSource: 2 cit, Volume 11. However, the
numbers vary among the several sets of tables in the
report.

40/1.11,

b
/ncludes only trainees who completed training.
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It seems somewhat remarkable that there should be so little variation

between the two columns of figures in the previous table, but we have no

knowledge of any other element that determined living arrangPmPnt. The

staff had planned to have half of the trainees in residence and half of

them commuting, undoubtedly for the purpose of evaluating the effect of

living on the campus, but unfortunately the matching apparently ended at

that point. The two groups had somewhat dissimilar educational backgrounds,

and those who commuted were decidedly older and had different occupational

histories. As we shall see later on, the residents tended to he better off

in some respects after training, but they were also better off economically

before they entered the program (see Table 21),

TABLE 21

PRETRAINING CHARACTERISTICS BY RESIDENCE ON CAMPUS

.1171111.1.111....11.....I.M.S=1.W

Pretraining Characteristics

Residents
N=66

Commuters
N=61

Per Cent

M111.111100.,

Per Cent

%IP

12 or more years of education 18 (66) 28 (61)
Over 35 years old 33 (66) 54 (61)
Married and living with spouse 82 (66) 79 (61.)

Unemployed when applied for training 23 (66) 33 (61)
At some time unemployed for 27 weeks

or more 24 (66) 38 (61)
Unemployed anytime year before application 61 (66) 56 (61)
Personal income year before application
under $1500 58 (66) 67 (61)

Receiving less than $1 an hour when
applied for training (of those employed) 48 (50) a 54 (39)a

Jobs "steady" time of application
(of those employed) 60 (50)a 65 (39)a

a
Percentage based on number of trainees employed at time of

application.
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We have also mentioned before that the staff found that test

scores and teachers' ratings showed higher over-all performance on the. part

of the campus residents, but we think their superiority may be accounted

for by certain advantages which they enjoyed before entering training. As

is always the case when two groups d!ffer before exposure to a stimulus, it

is difficult to say anything about the effect, if any, that the stimulus

had.

The Trainees' "Worries" While in Trainirig

One in ten of the trainees said that while he was in training he

had some worry about whether or not he would be able to complete the program.

Most of the worries stemmed from personal or family situations, not from

requirements which the program content imposed. The things that trainees

said caused them to worry are listed in Table 22.

TABLE 22

REASONS GIVEN BY INTERVIEWED TRAINEES
FOR WORRYING ABOUT COMPLETING TRAININGnOlwaNISINIariga/Nel...10111111011111ING111

Number of Number of
Trainees Reporting Times Mentioned... IrIMMIPIMIMall

No worries

Worries

Nature of Worry

113

14

Ill or homesick
3

Problems with

the law
2

Illness in family
1

Other family problems
3

Training allowance
not sufficient

3
Course load too heavy

1

Insufficient equipment
1

Miscellaneous, other
3

Total -17a

a
Some trainees mentioned more than 1 worr
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Because a large number of trainees came in to ask about the

chances of getting training-related jobs, during the training period, the

staff assumed that this was a source of worry. Our data indicate that

97 trainees, or three out of four, of those we interviewed claimed not

to have worried about it at any time (see Table 23).

1

TABLE 23
I

REASONS GIVEN BY INTERVIEWED TRAINEES FOR WORRYING 1

ABOUT GETTING TRAINING-RELATED JOBS

.....- am.m...

Number
of Times Mentioned

Worries During Early Part Of Training:

Skill training inadequate
1

Trainee felt inferior to classmates 2

Generalized doubt and anxiety 3
Other

1

T.Ital
7

Worries Midway Through Training:

Skill training inadequate 2

Trainee felt inferior to classmates 2
Other

I

.7.1

Total
5

Worries Near End of Training:

Skill training inadequate 5
Trainee felt inferior to classmates 1

Nct enough jobs for all 7
Past experience re demand or quality
of jobs

5
Opinion of other trainees re market 3
Generalized doubt or anxiety 3
Other

!

Total 25

1

1
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As one might expect, those who said they did worry about getting a job

were more likely to say the concern arose as the project neared completion.

By and large the trainees appear to have entered upon training with the

expectation that jobs would be forthcoming; only when they were faced with

the prospect of going out into the job market did some of them become

apprehensive.

As Table 23 shows, a total of 8 trainees said that they worried

because they felt the job training was inadequate. Five worried because

they felt inferior to the majority of the trainees. Worries about the job

market or worries based on their own persona' experience in the market

began to bother 15 of the men we talked to as the time drew near for them

to enter the market again. Half a dozen claimed some generalized anxiety

which they could not associate with any particular aspect of the problem.

None of these Negro men specifically mentioned racial discrimination in

the job market as a source of worry.

Dropouts

Out of 180 registrants, 166, or 91 per cent, completed training.

We interviewed 6 of the 16 dropouts, too few to draw any conclusions about

the dynamics involved. Four said they left for reasons of their own, and

two were advised or asked to leave. The only meaningful observation to be

made on this point is that such a low dropout rate is remarkable.

Summary and Conclusions

Choice of training occupation was associated with the backgrounds

of the trainees. Those who chose brickmasonry were more likely to have

had higher incomes before entering training; those who chose farm machinery
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maintenance were most apt to have claimed farming as the main or partial

source of income; the carpentry trainees were somewhat more disadvantaged

in terms of education and employment history; those who chose meat processing

were, as a group, younger, more apt to have been in service and better educated

than the others.

When the trainees were interviewed in ine Spring of 1966, four out

of five said they felt that training had qualified them for jobs in their

respective training fields. Those trained in carpentry and farm machinery

maintenance were less likely than the other trainees to say that they

were equipped to compete in the job market.

The younger, better educated trainees were more likely to think

they had sufficient training to do their jobs, but they were also less

likely to say that on the whole the project had "worked out well." Possibly

those who were initially most deprived felt the greatest appreciation for

the opportunity, even though they felt at a competitive disadvantage when

it came to getting a job,

Perception of need for basic education was inversely related to

prior education of the trainees. But even those who flit they did not

need it in order to learn the job skills could nevertheless identify ways

in which it had benefited them. Improvement in communication skills was

more salient to them than improvement in mathematics.

The number of resident and nonresident trainees was fairly evenly

divided by training occupation, but the residents and commuters were not

matched groups. The commuters were decidedly older and more of them had

been unemployed or earning relatively little before they came into training.

The fact that they were not matched groups precludes evaluation of residence

as an experimental variable.
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Most of the trainees said that while they were in training they

did not worry about being able to complete the program. As the program

came to an end a few more of them worried about whether or not they would

be able to get jobs.

The project had a remarkably low dropout rate.



V. JOB DEVELOPMENT AND PLACEMENT

Under the terms of the OMAT contract the sum of $14,865 was to be

paid to the Alabama State Employment Service for which their staff would

develop jobs and place the trainees. The Tuskegee project had to assume

this function for a number of reasons. (1) The State Employment Service

in Alabama does not customarily engage in Job

...4merely refer applicants to open inns ()I vutItc n emplOyerS have iftlyralGv wcm,

To provide better than the usual services to an all-Negro group might have

provoked animosity in the majority group with which the service perso(nel

was thought to identify. (2) Tuskegee Institute certainly had greater

prestige and probably had more freedom and willingness to represent poor

Negroes than any other agent in Alabama. (3) The project staff wanted to

protect the trainees from exploitation, and it would have been awkward

to intervene in a negotiation between employer and applicant which had

been structured by the Employment Service.

The state did not accept the money or the responsiblity which went

with it. We have been unable to document the extent of communication

between the project staff and AESC at the state level. It is possible

that informal conversations took place, but even this cannot be documented.

We do know that the representative of the nearest local ES office first

visited the project on June 11, 1965--at the end of training. At that time

he was asked for aid in placing the meat processers and farm equipment

repairmen. He demurred at revealing job orders, if any, in his files,

recommended that the men register with the offices in their home communities,
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and suggested that the project address its request to Montgomery, the

state office. The purpose of his visit to the project was to obtain placement

information.34

The project began job development in the late spring of 1965. Staff

members made a concerted effort in the short time remaining before the

completion of training: they compiled lists of employers in the state;

they contacted Tuskegee alumni; they asked for and received from the

Georgia Employment Service a list of contractors in the area who were performing

Federal Government contracts on which trainees might be employed; also

3S .contacted the Columbia, South Carolina ES office; trey ran their fingers

through the yellow pages of communities throughout the state; they asked

trainees to tell them about employers in their home areas who might employ

them; they contacted the Urban Leagues in nearby communities; they made

arrangements with contractors doing construction work on campus; they

contacted other E & D projects reputed to have developed an excess of jobs;36

and, they arranged with GMAT for a labor mobility demonstration project to

relocate trainees. In a short period of time the project staff almost

exhausted the alternatives to door-to-door canvassing of employers. The

only large scale employment opportunity within the state which was not pursued

was the Federal installation at Huntsville which project spokesmen felt

would be too controversial.

34
The visit took place in the presence of a BSSR staff member and

does not reflect a second hand report.

35
The Associate Project Director had been a consultant to the Director

of the Bureau of Employment Security, U. S. Department of Labor, before joining
this project, and in this capacity had visited two dozen local offices in
several states and knew them thoroughly.

36
This suggestion came from BSSR.
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The project's job developers were Negroes. OMAT had suggested that

whites function as intermediaries between the trainees and prospective

employers but Tuskegee's decision not to utilize whites probably had much

to recommend it. There was no evidence to show that whites would be

more effective in this position than Negroes, nor was there evidence to

show that white job developers would have received less abuse from prospective

employers or hcve been more able to tolerate such abuse. It is plausible

also that the trainees may have been impressed by the sight of Negroes

contacting white employers for jobs in meat processing and farm equipment

repair, previously white occupations in many areas.

The general procedure followed in job development began with a letter

describing the project and the backgrounds and qualifications of the trainees

to each firm on the list compiled by the project. Prospective employers

were invited to visit the project to observe trainee performance, and many

accepted the project's invitation. Employers of meat processors were

especially likely to accept and a number of jobs grew out of these site

visits.

A short time after the introductory letter was received the job

developers called for an appointment. or dropped by to see those employers

within about a 100-mile radius of Tuskegee. Those located at a greater

distance were contacted by long distance telephone. If an employer indicated

that he had even a single vacancy, three trainees were sent for the employment

interview, accompanied by a member of the job development staff or an

instructor. In every case the employer was given a choice from among several

trainees. The staff member who went along was able to find out what qualities

the employer considered most important as well as protect the trainees' rights
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to equal employment opportunity. The trainee took with him a transcript

showing his record in basic education and in job training and the number

of absences he had had during the training year.

The project used administrative funds to pay the travel expenses

for job interviews. Projects serving rural populations and placing them

on jobs in locations removed from the training site--Tuskegee in this

instance--musz have some means by which to arrange job interviews. Most

employers would not come to the training site. Tuskegee's alternative

was to send the trainees to the employers. BSSR considers job placement

for +!--!r--.-s to on ini-Rgra! part of their training experience. Funds

to cover travel expenses for trainees--and in Alabama,at least for a staff

member accompanying them--seem to be necessary to place large numbers of

trainees. Trainees cannot be expected to travel by themselves to areas,

and employers, unknown to them and at their own expense. Tuskegee's

recognition of this need and willingness to meet it are both commendable.

A unique feature of the job development program was the establishment

of guidelines for minimum hourly rates for three of the training occupations.

The project staff felt that a brickmason should get no less than $2.75 per

hour, a carpenter, $2.25, and a meat processor, $1.50. They also insisted

upon higher rates of pay for the trainees who had excelled. The fact that

at least some of the men were highly skilled after training lent validity

to the project's wage demands. We would speculate that the project's

guidelines also functioned to give the trainees an appreciation of their

market value. 37

37
In the follow-up interviews trainees were asked what their wage

expectations were. The median expected wage was about $1.55 an hour; among
training occupations the medians ranged from over $1.95 an hour for bricklayers
to $1.50 an hour for meat processors.
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The staff members found the task of job development time-consuming

and delicate. It was difficult to educate employers to accept Negroes in

positions customarily reserved for whites. They found the problem particularly

acute in dealing with small firms or iocai branches of larger ones. For

example, their preliminary experience on the first round of local calls led

them to make it a practice to contact the personnel director at the regional

offices of the chain stores, because he would be more likely to place a

trainee in a branch store than would the local branch manager. The staff

reported that no employer refused to see them and employers claimed no

prejudices themselves, but many made the excuse that other employees would

be reac.mmiritl ;4 Mcznrnetc wcarm rtivr=.n onual lieNke_ _
A r _

IGyv 1111-1110YerS

were rude and extremely insulting to the staff members when they called, but

some of these same employers eventually hired trainees. In the 2 or 3

months during which job development took place,not enough jobs developed

in Alabama although the staff went further and further from Tuskegee in

their search for openings.

Job development staff members reported to BSSR that employers were

particularly interested in the applicant's credit rating as an indicator of

his stability and reliability; they were interested in his rate of absenteeism,

and considered it an indicator of future dependability on the job; they

were interested in the physical fitness of the applicant; they wanted to

be sure he would have transportation to and from work; some wanted to know

whether or not the Negro was an activist in the civil rights movement and

preferred the more conservative candidate. They asked whether the trainee

had exhibited any drinking problems. Those who were interviewing meat

processors were especially interested in computational skill and they also

put greater emphasis on credit rating because many employees would be handling

sales.
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The staff members felt that 24 of the graduates of the program were

not fully qualified by one year of training. They said the 24 had progressed,

but were not ready to hold jobs in the given trades. If they had placed

only the remaining 142 the staff would have considered themselves successful.

In their efforts to establish a satisfactory reputation with employers

and to increase the likelihood that they would be called on repeatedly by

individual employers for additional employees, the placement staff had

decided it would be wise to place the most skilled trainees first. This

policy did work out well for the project in several instances. An employer

who had accepted one employee on a trial basis would find him able and call

back to the project staff to fill additional vacancies. While giving

placement priority to the more skilled may have !,,I.Icc+ the pioject in the

long run by increasing the number of training related vacancies, it also

created a dilemma fc the hard pressed placement staff. The less skilled

trainees may also have been less able to job hunt effectively on their

own, and had to wait their turn for placement services. Many of the latter

trainees were without jobs when the project ended and, more than likely,

suffered financial haidship or took nontraining related employment.

The project's job development and placement scope was greatly

expanded by an amalgamation with a separately funded OMPER labor mobility

demonstration project.

The design of the latter called for relocating 50 of the E & D project

trainees and 50 other persons. The final report to OMPER of the labor

mobility project provided the names of the 103 men who were relocated. Fifty-

four of the names corresponded to the names of E & D project trainees; we

completed follow-up interviews with 38 of them, roughly a year after their

placement. Approximately equal proportions of E & D training project trainees

were interviewed who were participants and nonparticipants in the labor

mobility demonstration, as shown in Table 24.
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TABLE 24

INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED IN BSSR FOLLOW-UP BY PARTICIPATION
IN LABOR MOBILITY DEMONSTRATION

(In Percentages)

Participants Nonparticipants
N=54 N=126

Interviewed 70 71

Not interviewed 30 29

Last reported in

Alabama 9 4

Other states 11 21

Not ascertained 11 4

.110111=.114

Total 100 100

In its report on the project, Tuskegee provided limited, short-

run information about the relocatees. 38
Collation of the BSSR follow-up

data with the Report permit a more complete analysis of the dynamics and

outcomes of the labor mobility demonstration. First, relocated E & D

trainees have continued to return to Alabama (see Table 25).

38
Tuskegee Institute: Final Report of the Labor Mobility Demonstration

Project No. Submitted to OMPER, U. S. Department of Labor,
August 12, 1966. Analysis in this report is limited to listings of placements,by location only, of persons, their whereabouts two months later, and their
incomes, at an unspecified time before relocation and at relocation. The reportstates that 48 relocatees were from the MDTA program, attnougn our count
shows 54. Our calculations based on their data of before and after relocation
ncomes of trainees and nontrainees suggest that the non-E & D relocateesdiffered, probably substantially, albeit it in unknown ways, from the E & D
trainees:

E & D Trainees Nontrainees
N=54 N=49

"Before" relocation

monthly income, mean
After relocation

monthly income, mean

$171.74

$342.89

$219.33

$356.10



TABLE 25

STATE OF RESIDENCE OF RELOCATED E & D TRAINEES
AT THREE TIME PERIODS

(In Percentages)

Tuskegee Report

At Placementa
(Summer 1965?)

Inter- Not Inter-
Total

viewed
b

viewed')

N=38 N=I6
N=54

First Follow-Up
(Fall 1965?)

Inter- Not Inter-
. b b Total%Hewed viewed

N=54
N=38 N=16

BSSR Data

Second Follow-Up
(Spring 1966)

Inter- Not Inter-
b h Totalviewedviewed- ch

N=38 N=16

Alabama

Geo rg i a

Other States

State not

ascerta ined

26 25

16 19 16

58 56 57

11.

Total 100 100 100

55 25 46 71 31 59

13 6 11 13 6 11

32 69 43 16 31 20

111M011111.1...1.111!711111MINI

31 9

100 100 100 100 100 100

acne E & D trainee listed as relocated reported to BSSR that he had been
unemployed continuously since he left training. Three E & D trainees are listed as
relocated in South Carolina. It is not certain that they remained there for more than
two days; their employer did not employ Negroes and fired them when he discovered their
presence. BSSR understands that they may have been hired by a competitor in the same
area the day they were fired.

No specific times of data collection were given in toe Report; it is assumed
from the context of the Repert that it took place during the periods noted.

b
"Interviewed" and "Not Interviewed" refer to the BSSR follow-up. This

particular classification has been introder..ed to establish that the trend back to Alabama
is not a result of the 16 trainees not interviewed. The location of noninterviewed
respondents was derived from local informants or post office verification.
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At the time of the BSSR follow-up, the relocated E & D trainees were

found to be out-of-state slightly more frequently than the nonrelocated (see

Table 26). However, the comparison is muddied by trilinees from both groups

whose whereabouts could not be ascertained. in other words, about one year

after relocation, out-of-state residence was only slightly more common

among relocated trainees than among those trainees who had not participated

in the labor mobility demonstration project.

TABLE 26

STATE OF RESIDENCE or
BY PARTICIPATION

(In

E & D TRAINEES AT BSSR FOLLOW-UP
IN LABOR MOBILITY PROJECT

Percentages)

State of Residence Participants Nonparticipants
N=54 'N=126

Alabama 59 72

Other states 31 23

State not ascertairled 9 5

Total

...M1111/1.

111011111.1

100 100

Second, relocated trainees were not selected proportionately from

among the four training occupations. Only 5 per cent of the carpenters

were relocatees as compared with about 40 per cent of those trained in

each of the other three occupations.

Third, the interviewed relocatees differed considerably in age and

y,aais of schooling from the interviewed nonrelocatees:

Relocatees Nonrelocatees

Median age 29.6 years 35.7 years
Median years of schooling 10.6 grades 8.8 grades
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The relocatees were placed in high paying positions, reported by

the Tuskegee project as averaging $343 per month." The nonrelocatees had

an average starting salary, derived from the. BSSR follow-up study, of a

little less than $250 per month. Thera was an even wider wage differential

at the time of the BSSR follow-vp; the employed relocatees averaged $430

per month compared with the nonrelocatees' average wage of $262 per month. 40

In this context it is important to consider that 70 per cent of the relocatees

were working in the state of Alabama; that is, although they were Negroes,

they were holding well-paying jobs. This strongly suggests that training

for Negroes can have an employment payoff in Alabama.

Only one of the 38 relocatees was unemployed at the time of the BSSR

follow-up; 12 of the 89 nonrelocatees were unemployed at that time. Training

related work was half again as frequent among the relocatees (62%

compared with 40%). Union membership was twice as frequent among the

relocatees (24% compared with 11(X).

We speculate that the relocatees were probably a more select group,

better qualified for the high paying positions, than were the nonrelocated

trainees. (We have also speculated that the relocated nontrainees were

even more selected than the trainees.) Nonetheless, the findings reported

above suggest that relocation to another state may give a trainee job

experience which, in turn, better qualifies him for jobs in his original home

area. Much of the relocation process at Tuskegee seemed to be of this sort:

the trainee received a temporary job (we cannot say whether at his discretion

or his employer's) and an income while he acquired a work experience usable

39
BSSR derives a comparable mean wage, $350.

40 In actuality the wage distributions are highly skewed and the mean
is not particularly informative. According to BSSR data, the median wage for
relocatees after relocation was $286 per month; the median wage at the time
of the BSSR follow-up was $308.
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in Alabama. The acquisition of experience may be an important function of

relocation projects for trainees from rural areas and small towns who are

well - trained.

Tuskegee demonstrated very well that two programs, traiping and

relocation, can be so coordinated as to provide pos;tive results. Adirlinis-

tratively the staffs of the two projects shared the work. The trainees

experienced a placement with little or no sense of discontinuity 'irom

the training.

We asked the trainees whom we interviewed about their job-seeking

experience and employment history from the time they left the training

project.
41

Their reports, which we will now summarize, can be viewed against

the project staff's assessment of the job demand situation:

demand was best for brickmasons and carpenters, good for meat

processors, but limited for farm machinery maintenance workers;

the demand for bricklayers and carpenters was sufficient for

illiterate but skilled workmen to get placed;

meat processors needed basic education skills, especially arithmetic;

more farm machinery repairmen might have been placed had more of

them been willing to leave Alabama or had they been released on the labor

market in the fall, the peak of the hiring season.

About half of the trainees we interviewed, 49 per cent, were not

placed when the project ended. Thirty four of the 127 said the project gave

them no referrals. Very likely some of the trainees who were not referred

were those whom the project did not consider qualified. Others undoubtedly

found jobs on their on before the staff was able to refer them.

who were relocated through the labor mobility demonstration represent 30 per
cent of the noninterviews, but only 16 per cent of the out-of-state trainees.

the 180 trainees. Thirty of the 53 trainees not interviewed were no longer

that they were among the younger, better educated trainees. The trainees

in the state of Alabama at the time of the interviews. While we do not have
available their demographic characteristics (age, education, etc.), we assume

41
Thp reader shoo1d kcc,rp in mind that we interviewed 70 per cent of

11111
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Four out of 5 of the farm machinery trainees we interviewed, and

2 out of 3 of those in the other three training occupations, reported that

they went to see employers on their own (see Table 27). Half of those in

brickmasonry and carpentry found jobs through their own search, as compared

to between one-fourth and one-third of those in the ogler two occupations.

TABLE 27

TRAINEES' OWN JOB DEVELOPMENT AND PLACEMENT,
BY TRAINING OCCUPATION

(t1 Percentages)

raxota.aamea avow amaa mool.wwem.bslow

1IMINONale1111011,11=111 .=

Number Looked fJr Founa Job
of Trainees On fiwn On Own

MOE.

Brickmasonry (37) 68 51

Carpentry (28) 64 46

Farm machinery
maintenance (36) 81 28

Meat processing (25) 64 32

-21,0111.1.1

Trainees in farm machinery maintenance and carpentry were apparently

given fewer referrals to employers by the project staff then were trainees

in the other occupation categories. Those in farm machinery maintenance

were least likely to have had any referrals either to employers or to

the employment service (see Table 28). The staff had developed employment

referrals for 3 out of 4 of those in br'ckmasonry, 2 out of 3 of those in

carpentry and meat processing, and a little over half of those in farm

machinery maintprInn,..
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TABLE 28

JOB AND EMPLOYMENT SERVICE REFERRALS BY TRAINING OCCUPATION
(In Percentages)

Brick-

masonry

M=37

Carpentry
N=28

Farm Machinery
Maintenance

N=36

Meat

Processing
N=25

Project referred

to employer(s) and
to Employment Service 62 39 42 56

Project gave .nly

employer .:eferrals 11 22 17 12

Subtotal 73 61 59 68

Proj,!ct cnly referred

to Employment Service 5 18 5 8

Project neither gave
names nor referred
to Employment Service 22 21 36 24

Subtotal 27 39 41 32

Total 100 100 100 100

AI.

At the time the project ended two of the trainees we interviewed

had found jobs through the Employment Service (one of these had also found

a job on his own), 10 were offered jobs both as a result of their own efforts

and through project referrals, 34 got jobs only through project referrals,

and 39 said they got jobs exclusively through their own efforts.

Only two of those we interviewed said the jobs ihey were offered

were not training-related. Although a fairly large proportion of the men

were not placed immediately following training, C found that only 14 of

the trainees we interviewed were not working at the time of interview. Five
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of these had been trained in brickmasonry, 6 in carpentry, and 3 in farm

machinery maintenance. None of the meat processors whom we interviewed

was without a job at the time.

Those in brickmasonry and carpentry were more likely to be out of

work intermittently because of the erratic demand for construction workers.

This is demonstrated by the figures in Table 29.

TABLE 29

POSTTRAINWG EMPLOWIENT EXPERIENCE, BY TRAINING OCCUPATIOR
(in Percentages)

./ !.GOV
IN II .01=00.M.IMIWIIMIIIMMMI.IMMMIN Mel , OIIIMIIIIIRMIANII/MIMVI

Brick-During 6 Months
masonryBefore Interview
N=36

Carpentry
Piper

ly.

Farm Machinery Meat

Processing
N=36 N=240

Employed all the time

Out of job no more than
5 weeks at one time

Out of job more than
5 weeks at one time

Total

56

11

33

46

4

50

64

6

31

75

0

25

100 100 100 100
.N..IIINN.

a
One trainee did not know how much time was involved. He is not

included in the figures.

Among those we interviewed, the men in meat processing had the greatest

likelihood of having worked all of the time. Trainees in carpentry had been

without work for especially long periods of time. They had been less well

off when they came into training, and some of them appear to have carried

their handicaps with them into their new occupation. They were, however,

along with the brickmasonry trainees, earning a higher hourly wage than the

meat processors and maintenance men. Two out of 5 brickmasons reported making
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$3.25 or more per hour at the time of interview or on the last job before

that time. Even though the wage levels in the other training occupations are

lower, two - thirds or more of the trainees in each of the other three training

nrrlfro.ntions r0ported wage rates of $1.25 VI more per hour.

TABLE 30

HOURLY WAGE ON CURRENT OR MOST RECENT JOB BY TRAINING OCCUPATION
(In Percentages)

Hourly Wage
Brick-

masonry
N=30a

111

C;;:trpe yntr

N=224

,emm.m.NOIN=0

Farm Machinery Meat
Maintenance Processing

N=33a N=23a

0.111111.1111.00110 INIIIIIIMMINOM11.1
.1./IIMIIANI.Iwolalua.

Under $.24 10 14 33 31

$1.25-$2.24 27 55 58 65

$2.25-$3.24 23 27 9 4

$3.25 and over 40 4 0 0

Total 100 100 100 100

aExcludes those who had been unemployed for 6 months before interview
and those who could not say what their hourly rate was.

Undoubtedly this project was successful in giving the majority of

the men we talked to a new occupation. A higher proportion were employed

than had been employed at the time they applied to training, and the majority

were making a higher wage. But one might ask whether their improved situation

was due to their having received training or merely a reflection of improved

economic conditions. Of course we cannot be sure that any change is attributable

to the training; that is, we cannot know that these men would not have changed

just as much in the same time period if they had been exposed to no new

stimulus. We can, however, draw some inferences from a comparison between

the trainees and the applicants who were not trained.
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TABLE 31

COMPARISON OF CHANGES IN EMPLOYMENT OF TRAINEES AND APPLICANTS
FROM TIME OF APPLICATION TO TIME OF BSSR FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEW

(In Percentages)

At Time
of BSSR Interview

At Time of Application

Employed Unemployed

Trainees Applicants Trainees Applicants
N=92 N=67 N=35 N=44

Employed 91 90

illmaaMMI

80 77

Unemployed 9 10 20 23

Total 100 100 100 100

When we look at Table 31 we find that among both groups almost

identical proportions of those out of work when they applied for training

were working at the time of Interview, and most of the movement was in the

direction of increased employment. There were only 8 trainees and 7

applicants who were working at the earlier time and not working when interviewed.

When we talk in terms of steady employment, however, the trainees

have a decided advantage over the applicants whom we interviewed (see Table 32).

With respect to rates of pay, exactly the same proportions of both

groups, 63 per cent, were receiving higher hourly pay at the second tine

period.

The data provide little evidence that those who received training

were better off than they would have been if they had not been trained: in

their increase in steady jobs, according to their own estimates, the trainees

are ahead of applicants.
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TABLE 32

COMPARISON OF STEADINESS OF EMPLOYMENT AT TIME OF APPLICATION
AND TIME OF BSSR INTERVIEW FOR TRAINEES AND APPLICANTS

At Time of BSSR Interview
At Time of Application

Steady Not Steady Don't Know

Trainees

Steady 47 22

Not steady 6 6 2

Don't know -

Applicants

Steady 27 8 1

Not steady
,5 8 1

Don't know -

MO

allr
IIND

0.1.11 ./ /MVP 111101111111

ND

,...~.....,.. MINMEI12.

Of course we caniot know whether the trainees mould have been able

to keep pace with the applicants if they had not had the advantage of training,

It is also possible that at another point in time one group would outdo the

other. For example, in a period of increased unemployment or recession,

the trainees might stand up better than those who had no training. Considering

that the applicants tended to be younger and better educated than the trainees

the most conservative conclusion is that the applicants fared no better than

the trainees; the more favorable conclusion is that the trainees benefited

from the training.

Earlier we cited the staff report which noted that each of three

characteristics of the trainees had been found to be associated with high

achievement as measured by ratings and by a series of tests given in their
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basic education and job training classes. Those over 35 who were married

and (except for those in farm machinery maintenance) resident on campus

excelled. Now we want to ask whether these traits were also associated

42
with success in the job market.

To do so we gave each trainee a score of from zero to three on the

traits the project found to be associated with trainee success. Because

nonresidents in the farm machinery class had higher 1.Q.'s and got better

test scores than did residents, we gave a point to nonresident trainees in

farm machinery, and gave a point to residents in the other three fields.

Each trainee also received a point for being over 35 and another for being

married and living with his spouse. Then we looked to see if those with

more of these traits had done any better in the job market than those who

had fewer or none of the traits. The resulting data would indicate that

there is either no correlation or a negative one between having the traits

associated with success in class, and success in the job market (see Table 33).

REPOIONVIel/IMMI1.1.3.

42
The mode of analysis 1,hich follows and Clat used by the project in

its final report differ. We have used a procedure which assumes that the
effects of the three characteristics are additive. The "hypothesis" is that
those trainees who possess more of these traits will be more "successful"
than those who possess fewer of them. The analysis provided by the project
staff treats each of the characteristics independently and does not consider
the effects of the possible interrelations. Two other points with respect
to the project's analysis (Vol . 11) must be raised:

Over-all effects of residence are not profound. (See Table 24 of the
project report; also, Tables 48-53 suggest that residence is related to
to test scores only for two of the training occupations; it is inversely
r..i.,.(4 fnr = third traininn occ'j and unr,.1At,,.,1 f^r th- f^urth.)

There are discrepancies among tables in the numbers of trainees in
residence. Table 6, for example, gives 81 in residence and 85 commuters.
Tables 25-45 give 85 in residence and 81 commuters. These inconsistencies
may be clerical errors, of course.
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TABLE 33

SUCCESS IN JOB MARKET BY TRAINEE POSSESSION OF TRAITS FOUND
TO BE RELATED TO SUCCESS WHILE IN TRAINING

(In Percentages)

lawl
Trainee Had

a

Three Two One None

Traitsb clraits
d

Tra i ts of The Threee
N=15 N=66 N=40 N=6

1111110.

Unemployed at time of interview - 17 8 41.0

Out of job any time 6 months
before interview 27 50 35 17

Job at time of interview
regarded as steady 87 71

35
83

Under $1.25 hourly pay
when began posttraining
employment 40 25 26 17

Believes he has reasonabLe
chance of promotion 40 33 42 67

a
Scored as fol lows:

411.111111il 00/ /1111 MIVAININO.11.1111

b
Being married and living with spouse.

cBeing over 35 years of age.

d
For trainees in brickmasonry,carpentry and meat processing, being

resident on campus.

e
For trainees in farm machinery maintenance, being a commuter.

Thse :1;1^ !-.4 .11 the pluc :vial:ties were exceptionally poorly paid.

In most of the characteristics outlined in Table 33they are not necessarily

better off than those who had none. If we compare only the two middle

columns of figures where the numbers of cases enhance the reliability of

analysis, we see that those with two traits are consistently worse off than

those with one.

i

i

I
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What explanations can we offer for this apparent paradox that the

trainees who performed best in school did least well in the job market?

We suggest that significantly different demands were made on them in the two

situations and that trainees who were strongly motivated in the one setting

were somewhat less so in the other. If each individual's scores on the academic

tests could be directly related to his employment outcome one might learn

more about the dynamics of these cross cutting influences. Another alternative

is that the project's analysis does not direct itself to the possibility that

the characteristics may not have joint predictive value. The BSSR data

suggest that, in addition to quality of training, age and immediate posttrain-

ing job experience are probably better predictors of long-term job outcome

than personal characteristics or behavior during training.

Summary and Conclusions

Undoubtedly job development should have been started earlier. The

project staff areed; in fact, they said they thought in retrospect that

"employer e&cation" should begin when training begins. Very likely a

greater number of the ti-ainees would have been placed in Alabama if the

staff had not been pressed for time at the end of the training period. During

the last two months or so an intensive effort was made and many jobs were

developed. Of course, all the trainees had received counseling about how to

get a job, and possibly the staff should be given some credit for the place-

ments that trainees effected on their own.43 All but two of the trainees

we talked to said the jobs they got when training ended were training-related--
wimawaagmeONVa.....we

43
-The project staff told the trainees not to call themselves "Tuskegee

graduates." A number of the trainees misunderstood the staff's intention;
judging from the follow-up interviews. They understood the request to mean
not to tell about having been trained!
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an exceptionally high proportion. Quite clearly the Employment Service

was not helpful; only two trainees said they got job offers through that

channel.
44

As a group the trainees we interviewed were better off after training

than they had been at the time they applied, but so were the applicants who i--------

did not receive training. Only in terms of increased steadiness of jobs

did the trainees appear to have gone ahead of the applicants.

The staff had reported that certain characteristics of the trainees

were associated with being rated highly by teachers or with having achieved

better test scores while in training. The older, married men did better

on the whole. Residents in all fields but farm machinery maintenance also

excelled. But the trainees we interviewed who had the traits associated

with success in class apparently did less well in the job market than the

other trainees.

......01.11

44
For more details concerning the role of the Employment Service

in job development see BSSR's Interim Report to OMAT, Number 2. The lack
of participation on the part of ES was due, according to information
given BSSR, to a mutual understanding by both parties that the placement
effort would be handled primarily by the project staff. ES personnel, both
state and local, were said to have cooperated closely and unofficially with
project staff in other ways and there was no indication that any lack of
good feeling existed between the two groups. It must be remembered that
at that time in the state of Alabama overt interracial cooperation was not
encouraged or politically expedient for state employees. The arrangement
specified in the contract was not a realistic one.



VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We appraise the outcomes of the Tuskegee Institute project as generally

excel lent. The quality of training, as evaluated by the BSSR Study Team,

45
the astute and candid project staff and by the trainees, was generally

excellent. One year was available for training; the project filled the

time available with opportunities for the trainees to develop their skills

in breadth and in depth. The outcome, for many trainees, was a high level

of occupational competence, reflected in their high rates of employment,

training-related employment, and after-training wage levels.

In the course of this report we have drawn attention to incongruities

and problems the staff faced in the conduct of the project. Before enumerating

recommendations growing out of the rich experience of the project, we wish

to draw attention again to some of the problems over which the staff had

limited control.

1. The project's supply of consultants, advisors and coparticipants

was not an appropriate substitute for its own lack of specialized personnel,

especially during the first half year. Too many appraisals were given by

some consultants, who in the short run, wore two "hats," one as a technical

advisor to the project, the other as a project monitor for OMPER. One

technical consultant was'hocked" by behavior he observed on campus (not of

trainees) which he considered to be immoral. BSSR cannot help but wonder

........

45
The project staff, in particular the second Associate Director, were

keen observers who were willing to be selF-critical. Observational "keenness"
is indicated by the frequency with which staff observations corresponded with
trainees' reports.
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whether his appraisal of the project to OMPER represented his technical

competence or his personal moral standards. It appears that State Education

Agency personnel may have provided much more guidance to the project than

did Federal representatives. On the other hand, the project had too little

assistance from persons competent in the area of job development and placement.

Over the lifetime of the project the staff had to--and did--develop

its own competence in the several facets which, together, represent a

comprehensive program.

The Tuskegee experience suggests that the functions of consultation

and monitoring, for OMPER, may best be carried out by a team of specialists

whose functions are explicit. The team is suggested as a means to reduce

the influence of individuals who may report to OMPER negative evaluations

based upon observations of debatable relevance. The team approach is

suggested also as an aid in conceiving of the project, not in a segmented

fashion but as some kind of integrated, interrelated entity.

Perhaps OMAT should have insisted that the project be staffed

with specialists, in educational administration and curriculum, testing, etc.,

drawn from Tuskegee'sown staff and provided the necessary funds. Tuskegee

under pressure, was able to staff the project with competent persons, but

this staffing pattern was not necessarily part of the original project design.

2. The social situation in Alabama had an effect upon recruitment.

The staff reported that the failure to recruit the most deprived citizens

was in part due to the inability of many men to detach themselves from

dependency relationships associated with and underlying their poverty. Some

poor Negroes may also have been fearful that retribution would be exacted

if they attempted to improve their situation. The staff was critical of

its own recruitment program because it failed to reach the hard core, but one

might ask whether they could be expected to achieve fully the initial goals
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in the milieu in which they functioned. In view of the existing racial tens ion,

it is praiseworthy that Tuskegee Institute was able to offer a program

designed to improve the situation of deprived Negroes without generating the

sorts of obstructions that would negate its goals.

3. The staff found it difficult to recruit teachers who knew the

problems of deprived adults. Many well-qualified persons would not relocate

on short notice for a 13-month period. Presumably projects such as this

one are located at universities because of the availability of teaching staff

and equipment. But the staff observed that a good college teacher is not

necessarily a good teacher for hard core trainees, and they went outside

the Institute to get most of their teachers . This

staff should be allowed a longer period of time in

and that there be some sort of assurance of longer

suggests that a project

which to look for staff,

term employment for those

who are willing to relocate. Presumably the accumulation of knowledge

and techniques for working with deprived adults is in itself a valuable asset

to the project and to society. It might be desirable to consider giving

teachers some assurance of continuity in their efforts so that the best-

qualified ones can be recruited and their accumulated expertise be made

use of in future endeavors.

4. If trainees were given financial support during a designated,

placement period it might greatly facilitate the staff's efforts. Job

development was imaginative but it began too late in the training year. Part

of the delay is attributable to the unwillingness of the Employment Service

to carry out its original agreement to develop the necessary jobs. No

doubt it is unrealistic to expect that all of a project's graduates can be

placed in jobs beginning the day after training ends. All trainees but one

did get jobs by the time of the BSSR follow-up. The crux of the matter is
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still the employment market. If there is high demand for workers in a

given occupation, the individuals will be able to become employed by

themselves or with assistance. If there is little demand, all of the

graduates cannot be placed. With the exception of farm machinery maintenance,

training was offered in occupations of high demand.

5. it is eminently reasonable that trainees should be allowed,for

example, to choose the kind of training they want, as it is that residence

on the campus should be determined by distance from the training site. But

if trainees in different groups are not matched, it is impossible to say

that outcome is related to differential stimulus associated with one experience

as opposed to another. The Tuskegee staff members were probably not unaware

of these problems, although their final report does not take them into full

account. Evaluation of experimental features demands conformity to

experimental research design. But to impose an experimental design might

have other consequenc.is, such as, in this case, assigning trainees to job

training, rather than letting them choose their fields, or assigning trainees

to dormitories without regard to the distance from home to school. In

view of the difficulty that the project experienced in recruiting trainees

who met all the criteria of eligibility, it seems most unlikely that even

with the best advice on research methodology a true experimental design

could have been imposed. True experiments usually have no other immediate

purpose than that of adding to scientific knowledge, which then may be

applied in another situation. Because the project supposedly had other

goals, preemine,Aly that of retraining and placement of adults in occupations

they will find satisfying and rewarding, imposition of an experimental

design might have obstructed achievement of the training goals.
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Despite the difficulties of incorporating experimental designs into

action programs, it would seem to be desirable to have an expert on research

design available on a consultant basis from the time the project proposal is

being planned, to take maximum advantage of any available opportunities for

evaluation of the experimental design.

Recommendations

1. Recruitment.--The finding that high school graduates reported

total pretraining annual incomes no higher than those who stopped at the

8th grade and lower than those who dropped out of high school suggests,

at least for this locality, that eligibility requirements based on level

of education may not be appropriate. Indeed, such criteria appear to

discriminate against needy hi,: school graduates.

2. Training period.--The length of training generally was appropriate

to qualify most trainees for employment. Some trainees, according to the

project staff, reached a suitable level of competence in nine months; other

trainees--the staff estimated about 10-15 per cent--required a longer

period of training, perhaps up to two years to realize their potential.

Contracts should be written and programs designed to provide some flexibility

in length of training time.

BSSR speculates that training time generally might be decreased

through the continuous provision of an optimal learning situation which

would include residence on campus, and integration into campus life, continuous

counseling, and a well conceived and coordinated program supplemented by

additional individualized remedial education for the less able.

3. Choice of training occupation.--Trainees were permitted to choose

their own training occupations; nc aptitude tests were used, The extent

to which choice of job training was related to trainee characteristics
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such as age, previous job experience, pretraining income, steadiness of

previous employment, and language fluency, suggests that self-selection

of training area may be a viable prorPdHrra.

4. Conduct of training. - -A feature of the training routine found

useful in placing trainees, that also appeared helpful in conditioning

them to the world of work, was the requirement that they punch a time

clock. Prospective employers were interested in a trainee's record cf

absenteeism, considering it an indicator of future dependability on the

job.

5. Family counsel inq. -- Although the original proposal called for

family counseling it was not provided. The Associate Director felt it was

very necessary. As he put it:

You cannot train one half of the household and leave the other half
untrained or uncounseled. You run into a situation which brings about
conflicts in the family . . . The wives apparently expect that the men
can move mountains after one year of training here. They expect their
earning power should be such that they can renovate the entire family in
terms of sending the children to better schools, in terms of giving the
wives an opportunity to go to school, etc. I am not of the opinion that
these men can do that--not at this stage.

6. leacher training.--Teachers who have had no prior experience with

the adult poor should receive at least four weeks of instruction before

training begins, and must receive continuous supervision during the course

of the training. The training must be directed by a competent adult educator;

part-time consultants cannot provide the day-by-day adjustments a project reouires.

7. Project organiz,:tion.--The dirision of project responsibilities

between Director and Assistant Director, with the Director providing liason

with state agencies and the Assistant Director concerned primarily with

interproject coordination and conduct of training, was found to be highly

effective and could serve as a model for other similar projects.
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8. Protect direction.--Tuskegee's experience suggests that the

problem of the undersupply of competent teachers might be ameliorated by the

presence on the staff of one competent person to direct the program and to

supervise the instructors. It may be less difficult to locate on a college

campus one of the latter than nine or more of the former. It should be

noted that supervising teachers within each area, an arrangement Tuskegee

reported using, is not a substitute for an over-all director and supervisor

of the educational program. The latter's major responsibility may well be

to make the several training aspects, basic education, skill training, and

counsei:ng, coalesce to provide the trainee with an integrated--and total--

experience. in the instance of Tuskegee it was found that a professional

educator in the field of adult education was able to carry out these

responsibilities with considerable success.

9. Work experience.--There should be some provision to make it

possiWe for trainees to acquire a work record. Without job experience

Negroes in Alabama are at a very great disadvantage in the labor market.

On-the-job training following institutional training is one possibility.

A labor mobility project following institutional training is another

possibility.

10. Job development and placement.--At least two persons should be

working on job development from the time the prcj,---: begins. A problem,

particularly acute in the South, that of educatin employers to employ

Negroes, makes job development difficult and t me-consuming. Among the

"extracurricular" trainee characteristics found to be of interest to employers

in this locality were trainee credit ratings, absentee records, physical

fitness, history of civil rights activity and taste for alcohol.
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11. Income maintenance before placement.--It should be expected

that job placement in Alabama and some other southern states will continue

to be difficult and time-r-^nsilming. Continued finAncial support of the

trainee during the job placement phase of the project seems indicated.

Continuing support contingent upon the trainee's search for a job may

facilitate placement. Funds to enable trainees, with staff members in

some cases, to travel to job interviews at places removed both from the

training site and from the trainees' homes are a necessity. They may

also provide the hardest core with the incentive to forego their economic

"security" to enter training.

In a conventional educational program completion of the course

is the termination of the process. OMPER must decide whether an MDTA

educational program is completed at the end of training or at placement.

If placement is the end of the training there must be some provision for

income maintenance for a short period, say, up to two or three months,

following training. Any income device must be understood by the project

staff and by the trainee to represent support to accomplish placement.

The support should stop with the placement.

12. Other recommendations.--The Tuskegee project staff noted to

BSSR a number of other areas their experience suggested needed program

remediation. These included the need to provide:

a) psychiatric services;

b) individualized attention and instruction for the lowest performers

among the trainees; and,

c) intensive financial or budgeting counseling.
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them." Partly associated with their higher level of education, the applicants

were also a younger group. With respect to economic criteria, however, the

trainees did not appear to be consistently more deprived than the applicants.

Years of schooling.--Although the project staff switched to reading

test scores instead of years of education to determine eligibility, the

applicants were over qualified by their levels of education as well as

by their reading scores. Twice as high a proportion of the applicants had

completed high school. Nevertheless, the data reveal that some of the

applicants had less than 8th grade educations and they were not the applicants

who had been accepted but declined to participate. An explanation of why

they were not accepted might be that their reading test scores were higher

than grade level. Their rejection might also be accounted for by a policy

the staff said they had of choosing persons "who showed initiative and a

desire to get ahead." Presumably "initiative" was rated when recruits were

interviewed, although we do not know just how this was done.

Literacy Ratings.-Our interviewers were asked to rate each respondent

on his ability to understand the.interview questions and to respond to them.

Since the interviews were conducted after trainees had had the opportunity

to improve their communications skills through training, we cannot

know from the ratings how trainees and applicants differed at the time of

application, but it may be of interest to note that, despite the trainee

advantage of twelve months' instruction in basic education, the applicants

were rated a little higher over-all (see Table 5).

These data, too, would indicate that the trainees were the more

disadvantaged group of the two, even at the conclusion of the training period.
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TABLE 5

INTERVIEWERS' RATINGS OF TRAINEES'
AND APPLICANTS' FLUENCY IN ENGLISH

(In Percentaqes)

NM.II,OIi+D

Trainees
N =127

Applicants
N.111

...............././..N

Fluent 64 79

Slight difficulty 26 16

Considerable difficulty 10 5

Total 100 100

Age and residence.--All of the recruits were residents of Alabama

and came from all over the state. Most of them did not live on farms.

Age restrictions for determination of eligibility presented no

problems for the staff. But because younger Americans are more likely to

have gone further in school, and the project was recruiting those of lower

literacy level, 20 the staff necessarily chose relatively few persons under

the age of 25 and relatively more over the age of 40. Almost half of those

who did not enter training were 25 or younger. As we will report in greater

detail later, the staff subsequently concluded that the older trainees

were more conscientious and benefited more from the training, and so they

did not regret the underrepresentation of the younger recruits.

20
Although we pointed out that years of schooling" and scores on thereading test were not highly correlated, we might assume some relationship

exists between the two. because the project staff did not cross-tabulate
the data on these two measures, we cannot know what association there was- -only that for the trainees it could not have been especially high (see Table 4).
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TABLE 6

INTERVIEWED TRAINEES AND APPLICANTS COMPARED, BY AGE
(In Percentages)

al

Age Trainees
N=127

Applicants
N=111

25 or under 18

26 through 40 56

Over 40 26

Total

47

38

14*
100 100

ol.=11
Income and employment status.--Trainees and applicants who were

interviewed did not differ in the total amount of personal earnings they

reported for the year before they made application to the project. Forty-

one per cent of each group had incomes under $1,000 from their own earnings;

35 and 36 per cent respectively had incomes of from $1,000 to $1,999, and

24 and 22 per cent reported higher incomes. Sixty-two per cent of the

trainees and 57 per cent of the applicants had incomes under $1,500,

according to their own reports.

Speaking again only of those we interviewed, despite the better

education of the applicants, they were unemployed in greater proportion

as compared to the trainees (see Table 7), and those who were working

were, as a group, more likely to be working fewer than 32 hours a week.

But the applicants who were working were a little more likely than the

trainees to say that their jobs were steady and neither temporary nor

seasonal. The two groups were similar in the proportions who said they had

been unemployed at some time during the year before they applied for training.
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TABLE 7

INTERVIEWED TRAINEES AND APPLICANTS COMPARED
BY EMPLOYMENT SITUATION DURING YEAR

BEFORE APPLICATION
(in Percentages)

Trainees Applicants

All Respondents N=127 N=111

Not working at the time
of application 28 38

Out of job any time during
year before applicatior 60 63

Respondents Working at Time
of Application N=92 N=54

Working less than 32 hours
a week 17 26

Rated job held as "steady" 61 76

One cannot equate one of the above indicators with another, but if

we were obliged to rate one group as being economically better off than

the others on the basis of all the indicators in the above table, then it

would seem that the trainees would come out a little ahead. The data

support the staff's admission that they were able to select trainees from

among the recrits on the basis of only two major criteria: being heads

of households and having low scores on reading tests. Nevertheless, about

two - thirds had incomes under $1,500 and half had been unemployed sometime

during the year preceding application.

If we were to assume that having an education was an economic advantage,

then we would have expected to see the applicants show up better than the



trainees in Table 7. Because they apparently were not financially better

off, we might suggest that it may be because the staff chose those they

thought were more eager to yet ahead and who had worked harder to do so.

But we could also raise the question of whether or not having had more

education was, in fact, an economic advantage for this group of people.

Economic Situation of Trainees at Different Educational Levels

If we look only at trainees and compare those who had different

numbers of years of formal education, we see at once--by comparing the first

column of figures to the other two in Table 8--that the trainees who had no

more than an 8th grade education were unemployed in greater proportion at the

time they applied for training, they were farm workers in greater proportion,

they were more likely to have been earning a low hourly wage, to have held

three or more jobs during the year preceding application, and to be the

sole wage earners in their households. When it came to total earnings for

the year, however, of those who had any earnings, those who went no further

than 8th grade were no worse off than the high schoo. graduates; it is the

high school dropouts who fared slightly better than others on total annual

earnings. On the whole, having finished high school produced no discernible

economic advantage.
21

21
According to Department of Labor Manpower analyses, young Negro

high school graduates experience unemployment and placement in unskilled
jobs much more frequently than white high school graduates; in fact, they
tend to be worse off than white high school dropouts (Manpower Report of
the President, March 1965, p. 28). Because of the lack of job opportunities,
and the persistence of high levels of racial discrimination, the low value
of high school completion is no doubt especially marked in the rural south.
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TABLE 8

ECONOMIC SITUATION OF INTERVIEWED TRAINEES
BY NUMBER OF YEARS OF SCHOOLING

(in Percentages)

Years of Schooling Completed

8th Grade

or Less
9th to 11th

Grade
12th

or More

Al 1 Respondents N=50 N=47 N=30

Unemployed at time
of application 38% 17% 27%

Some income from farming
during year before application 32% 19% 13%

Trainee only person in household
who works 72% 62% 60%

Respondents Employed at Time
of Application

Receiving less than $1.05
per hour

Respondents Employed at Some Time
During Year Before Application

Held 3 or more jobs

Earnings for year:

N =31

65%

N.43

26%

N =37

43%

N=46a

15%

N=21

43%

N =28

7%

$999 or less 44% 24% 47%
$1,000 to $1,999 35 41 39
$2,000 to $2,999 16 22 14
$3,000 and over 5 13 0

Total 100% 100% 100%

aOne respondent did not know his annual income.
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Specifying this relationship further we find that those trainees

we interviewed who were working on farms at the time they applied for

training reported lower total annual incomes than did nonfarm workers,

but for both, being less than a high school graduate was associated with

having made more money during the year before application. (See Table 9).

TABLE 9

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EDUCATION AND ANNUAL INCOME FOR FARM
AND NONFARM WORKERS AND FOR THE UNEMPLOYED

OF TRAINEES INTERVIEWED
(In Percentages)

Farm Employment Nonfarm Employment Unemployed

11th Grade 12th Grade 11th Grade 12th Grade 11th Grade 12th Grade
or Less or More or Less or More or Less or More

N=9 N=3 N=61 N=19 N=27 N=8

Annual Income

Up to
$1499 89 100 51 72 55 57

$1500 and
over 11

Don't Know 0

o 48 28 40 43

0 1 0 5

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100

Of course the number of farm workers is quite small(and annual

income information reported by unskilled workers is known to be unreliable)

but the fact that the relationship is in the same direction for both types

of workers lends significance to this finding. Among those who were

unemployed when they applied to the project, the relationship does not hold

up, but it is not reversed. In other words, there is every indication
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among the trainees we interviewed that irrespective of type of employment,

having had more education had not paid off in terms of annual income. Of

course the very process of determination of eligibility introduces a bias

that one must recognize in interpreting these data. Quite possibly the

majority of southern Negro males who are high school graduates are better

off financially than the less educated. Because the majority of the more

successful do not apply to the project, the applicants include only the

minority who, despite having graduated from high school, have not succeeded

financially. To know whether or not education is unrelated or negatively

related to economic success for all poor southern Negro males, one would

need to have a representative sample of all southern Negro males at each

educational level. It would, of course, also be interesting to know how

reading test scores--rather than formal educational attainment--were related

to economic success.

in any case, it is quite clear that a decision to select, from among

rural southern Negroes who apply, those with the least education does not

automatically lead to the selection of those who have the lowest annual

incomes.

The data also suggest another possible interpretation. Among those

who had more education there was a higher proportion who said that another

member of the household was the chief provider (see Table 10). These last

data
22

suggest that not being able to depend upon another in the household

as a source of support presses an individual to raise his total earnings by

22
As might be expected, there is also the tendency for those with

less than a high school degree to be more frequently the main source of
support in their households. The magnitude of that tendency, however, is
less pronounced than the magnitude of the relationship illustrated in
Table 10, which emphasizes dependency status.



working longer hours or by having more than one job at a time. There

are age differences correlated with the differences in education but they

should not account for this finding because both high school graduates

and nonhigh school graduates have median ages of 30 or more, which is well

beyond the customary age of dependency upon parental support.

TABLE 10

JOBS HELD BY OTHERS IN HOUSEHOLD BY EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT
OF INTERVIEWED TRAINEES

(In Percentages)

Jobs Held by Others
in Household

Educational Achievement

Ilth Grade 12th Grade
or Less or More

N=97 N=30

None 65 57

Yes, but not main source of support 26 13

Yes, and main source of support 9 30

Total 100 100

Six trainees said they had received some assistance from welfare

the year before applying for training, but for only one was welfare the

major source of support. Seventy-one per cent of the trainees said income

from their own job was the major source of family support; an additional

26 per cent had job earnings but did not regard them as the major source

of household income.

Three out of 4 of the trainees had lived 13 years or longer in Alabama.

A third (35%) said that they had at some time been in military

service.
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Summary and Conclusions

Although the trainees in this project were a deprived group of

Negro men, the staff members acknowledged that thy did not get to the

people they most wanted to reach. Recruitment of the most deprived for

retraining projects is a difficult task. The most needy either do not

hear or do not come forward in response to conventional recruitment messages.

The second Associate Director offered a prescription for recruitment at the

end of the project year. He said he thought the hardcore could be reached

only by going to the local county agents to inquire about the locations of

the beer joints and the bootleggers. Then the recruiter, should go to those

places to get acquainted with the clientele. Over time, and in the course

of repeated visits, he might hope to establish the kind of rapport that

would lead to interest in a program such as this. Without such intervention

he felt that distrust and inertia would preclude participation.

From among all persons who made application for training, the staff

chose household heads, or members of households in which the head was

unemployed, who also had low reading scores, and who showed initiative and

a desire to get ahead. Our data from interviews with trainees and applicants

indicate that those selected for training were less well educated but not

worse off with respect to employment, than the other applicants.

In view of the project's finding that years of schooling was not

a good indicator of literacy, one must question whether education is a

useful criterion for selection, assuming that literacy is related to economic

well-being.

In view of the absence of correlation between educational level

and economic situation, one might also question whether eligibility should

be established in terms of both criteria rather than on an either-or basis.

11



III. THE TRAINING PROGRAM

The project staff reported in detail on the content of the training

program, both in progress reports and especially in the final report.23 In

this chapter we have abstracted from these reports, incorporating informa-

tion which we got in the course of site visits to the project. We first

outline the over-all content and then elaborate on specific aspects of the

training.

Every trainee was enrolled in basic education classes. Each attended

two 90-minute classes, one in English and one in mathematics, Monday through

Friday, for the entire project year. Method of instruction and specific

curriculum content were varied somewhat to accommodate the different levels

of knowledge and ability among the trainees.

At the time the recruits made application for training, they had

indicated the kind of job training they wanted. During the first week at

the project all trainees were assigned to classes in their chosen occupations,

but they then rotated through the others during the ensuing three weeks.

After exposure to all four types of skill training, trainees were given a

second opportunity to choose their training fields. Only three opted to

change from the original assignment.

So as to integrate job training with basic education and also to

take into account their varied abilities, trainees were assigned to classes

according to choice of job training and then according to literacy level

as measured by the reading tests given earlier. Those who progressed

rapidly in basis education were allowed to transfer into a more advanced

23Tuskegee Institute, op. cit.
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group. Sixteen trainees moved from the project English classes into a

college class, and others were gradually transferred from Group B (those

whose test scores were lower) to Group A project classes.

Occasionally a basic education or a job training class took a field

trip: to a library. historical monument or establishment where trainees

could watch on-the-job performance in the job-training fields.

Group counseling sessions were scheduled for one hour each week.

In addition, an individual counseling service was provided.

Medical examinations and care were made available by the Institute

Hopsital; the contract did not allow for payment for such services. 24

Three trainees were offered special diets at the John A. Andrew Hospital

at no cost to themselves. Eye glasses were provided by the State

Vocational Rehabilitation Service. Dental care was provided at the trainee's

own expense. Counseling and, if necessary, sanctions were used to

encourage or require the trainees to avail themselves of medical care.

The project staff promoted extra-curricular activities which the

trainees initiated and encouraged them to take part in campus life.

In the pages to follow, each of the major activities is described

in somewhat greater detail.

The Basic Education Progum

Communications.--Two teachers and a coordinator made up the

communications instructional staff. All three appear to have been

exceptionally able and eager to enrich the lives of the trainees.

24
Tuskegee wished to be reimbursed for the hospital services.

OMAT felt that Tuskegee's charges for subsistence--board and room--were
sufficient to absorb the medical costs. The Tuskegee experience has shown
the great need of rural adults for medical examinations and treatment.
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Trainees who at entrance read at the 4th grade level or above made

up an A Group, whereas those who read less well were assigned to a B Group.

According to one communications teacher:

The communication skills were introduced and demonstratedreading,
as a thought getting process through the written page; writing, as
putting thoughts on paper; speaking, as expressing ideas and thoughts
orally so that others could understand them; and listening, as tuning
in, getting or following thoughts and being able to react to them or
recall information.

At the beginning, all classes were taught according to the Henney

ramily Phonics System. Group A, the more advanced group, initially thought

the system too elementary, but when tested realized, according to one

teacher, how "phonetically deaf they were After a time the Henney charts

were supplemented with additional reading material, centered around areas

of job training. Field trips stimulated interest in discussion and in.

writing reports.

When the students in the advanced group had acquired a thousand

word vocabulary they moved into the SRA Reading Program; participants were

allowed to progress to material appropriate to their abilities. After a

time, in response to lack of initiative on the part of the trainees, the

teacher selected a story for each day. New vocabulary was developed and

the class then studied the story together, making use of a projector.

Exercises at the end of the story were also worked out in the classroom.

A workbook, "I Want To Learn English," by Smith and King, was used

to develop capacity to distinguish between verbs, to identify synonyms,

homonyms and antonyms, and to give practice in letter and paragraph writing.

Tape recordings of trainees' speech were made and speech patterns were

criticized by the teacher; class members also noted each other's deficiencies.
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The slow learners made less progress; their instructor felt that

the carry-over of poor speech habits to reading habits was more pronounced

than with the faster group. Even so, after 6 months' of training, of the

11 trainees who had not known the alphabet, all knew the letters and could

write and spell, Of the 5 who could .not write at all, each had mastered

manuscript writing. Some moved from 1st to 4th grade level. The slow

learners were acquiring about 60 words a week. After retesting with the

Gray Oral Reading Test, those who had reached 40,grade level were transferred

to the advanced group.

When this group reached the point in Henney where different spellings

had the same sound they showed signs of confusion and so the Henney system

was temporarily discontinued. Daily experience charts were developed to

allow for word development. When the vocabulary of the group was about

800 words, they were transferred to the primary level of SRA. Each day

a story was chosen that would give them a new Family of words beyond the

Henney chart at which they had stopped. This group also eventually moved

to the "I Want To Read" workbook. Later on the instructor returned to

the Henney system.

Mathematics.--Training in mathematics was acknowledged to be

Inferior to that in communication; this was attributed by staff members to

the inexperience of the mathematics teachers. The math teachers were

male graduate students who had been chosen to fill the dual roles of

teacher and communications link. They were billeted in the two dormitories

where resident trainees were housed and were expected to get acquainted

with trainees, give them information and to report feedback to other staff

members. In fact, they had had little prior experience with the adult

poor and the trainees responded slowly in their classes. When this became
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apparent early in the program, other teachers and staff members held

training sessions with the mathematics teachers to help them develop

techniques and an appropriate style of presentation.

During the first 8 months, trainees received instruction in topics

usually covered in elementary education up to about the 6th or 7th grade

level.
25

Having laid this groundwork, the teachers shifted during the last

4 months to problems that trainees would need to solve when they were

employed in their respective skills. The staff noted a higher rate of

growth and increased interest when workrelated problems were introduced.

It is not clear from our data whether the A and B groups received

different mathematics instruction or proceeded at a different pace, but

presumably they did.

Job Training

Brickmasonry.-26-The teacher was a practicing brickmason who was

regarded by the staff as highly skilled and well qualified to teach. One

year's training in this field was believed to qualify a trainee to enter

the job market as an apprentice. The course began with a history of the

trade, identification of tools and demonstration in the use of the trowel.

Trainees then moved to construction sites around the campus. They laid

quarry tile floors, lined walls with structural glass tile and constructed

concrete block walls. Brick coverings for air-conditioning units were

constructed on top of the dormitories. Cement walks were poured. A

brick veneer was put on a shop building and on the bookstore. Fireplaces

and chimneys were built in the shop. Some trainees built barbeque pits

and retaining walls in the community.

25
For detailed outline of content see the projects' final report,

op. cit. Volume 1, pp 36-53.

26For more detailed course outline see ibid., pp. 57-61.
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Both A and B groups were handicapped at the beginning by the

lack of enough' tools and of sufficient basic education to read and solve

mathematical problems. By the end of the training period, however,

members of the A group were able to estimate and do layouts from a set

of bluep-;nts; members of B group were still somewhat weak in this respect.

Many trainees learned enough in their year, according to the

project staff, to function as journeymen. Their instructor, who accompanied

them on job interviews, told several trainees that all they needed for

employment was a union card, a suggestion taken by some.

Carpentry.--The instructor had been formally trained and had many

years of experience as a contractor. The staff regarded him as exceptionally

well qualified. The first month of training was devoted to a survey of

the history of the trade and the development of expectations about employment

in the field. The trainees then began to learn the trade. During the course

they erected concrete forms, laid out buildings, erected wood building

framing, installed exterior and interior finishes, did trim mill work and

affixed hardware, laid many kinds of floors and stairs, and did insulating

and roofing. Trainees were also instructed in the erection of prefabricated

wood components of EA entire wood structure. They added two rooms, a hail

and bath and did general repairs to a farm house. They framed walls, hung

sheetrock and set and hung doors and windows. They also constructed a

three-room building which had been designed so that many types of corners,

hips, valleys, common and gripple rafters could be shown. Use and care

of tools was emphasized. Trainees often visited construction sites in the

community and occasionally assisted workers at these sites.

27

28

For more detailed course outline see ibid., pp. 63-67.

28
1rainees were motivated to initiate the making of bulletin boards

and display panels and to do some cabinet work on the campus.
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Farm machiEera2c)-When this program of instruction began neither

books nor equipment had arrived. In the meantime, the classes toured the

campus to find machinery that needed repair that could also be .isc),1 to

demonstrate the functioning of the internal combustion engine and the

four stroke cycle principle. Besides working on the engines, the trainees

repaired brakes and mufflers, generator starters and fuel pumps. The

classes learned about cooling systems and engine lubrication. When the

additional equipment arrived the group was then able to service and

operate the 100 mower, hay conditioner, hay rake and hay baler. They

serviced and operated the 316 cotton picker, the 203 IHC combine and a

number of gas tractors. As part of their training with the different types

of equipment the participants baled about 30 acres of hay, picked 40 acres

of cotton and gathered 30 acres of lespedeza hay seed. They overhauled

automobile and tractor engines and winterized farm equipment. As parts

arrived for the defective equipment that had been rounded up on campus,

parts were replaceu and engines were repaired and reassembled. Gas and

arc welding were taught. From March until June the trainees plowed 80

acres of land and continued to work on the various engines.

As compared to the other 3 fields, this course was regarded by

the staff as inferior. Because of difficulty in locating a well

qualified instructor, the staff fell back on an Institute professor who

was near retirement and not up-to-date on recent developments in this

field.,
29

For more detail,d outline of course content see ibid., pp. 75-78.
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3
Meat processing.-0- An Institute professor with an advanced degree

in this field taught the meat processing courses. Trainees were first

given an overview of the trade and were instructed in the qualities

requisite to success in the field. Physical hygiene was stressed. Following

instruction in the use and care of tools and equipment, trainees were

taught to use manual and electrical tools. Slaughtering and processing

and the interrelation between the two were covered, followed by instruction

in cooli,:g, aging, cutting, and curing and pickling. Meat processing was

emphasized because the processor is more highly paid and has more security

than the slaughterhouse worker.

Finally, the men were taught to wrap and package cuts. Trainees

were instructed in display and pricing of meats. At this point the classes

took field trips to observe the practices of local markets. All aspects

of the training were related to storeroom management. The role relation-

ships existing between employer and employee and between employee and

customer were analyzed.

Evaluation of Trainee Performance

All of the teachers rated trainees on their performance, and

standardized tests were given at intervals. A Tuskegee graduate student

developed substantive tests to measure knowledge in each of the four trade

areas. Trainees were also rated by all teachers on application, partici-

pation and response to assignments, performance and quality of work,

industry, initiative, responsibility, honesty, punctuality, respect for

authority, concern ftr others, physical fitness and personal appearance.

30For more detailed o'.tline of th- course content see ibid., pp.81-84.
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The final report submitted by the staff includes an extensive

statistical analysis of ratings and test scores.31 Over-all, those who

were residents on the campus, over 35, married and members of Group A

received higher ratings and scores.

The Tuskegee testing staff also developed a form for employers to

use in evaluating trainees after they had been on the job for a few months.

All of the ratings and testing instruments are included in the

appendix to the project's final report.

Counseling

The description of the program given here refers to the latter half

of the project. We do not know the extent to which all or some of these

features were present during the first half.

One hour of group counseling was conducted each week by the part-

time Director of Counseling. Each group included members of both Group A

and Group B so that the less verbal members would be stimulated by the

others. Initially, the sessions focused on fairly obvious needs of the

group: personal hygiene, money management, citizenship, the roles of the

man in the American society, the roles of other family members and the like.

Later on, the emphasis shifted to such topics as preparation for employment

interviews and job performance.

Trainees were told that they were welcome to visit the Counselor

to discuss personal problems. When it became apparent that the majority

of the trainees were timid about taking advantage of this offer, those

who had not elected to come in on their own received notes telling them

of a scheduled appointment.

31ibid, Volume H. See also discussion of shortcomings in statisticalanalysis on pp.58-59.



Trainees punched a time clock and if a trainee had excessive

absences or tardiness he was called to the office of the Assistant Director

fvr a vulifcici,,..e. The Shop Supervisor, who supervised all four occupational

training groups, was acquainted with all the men; he was asked to identify

the problems of each individual trainee and to report these to the

counseling office. Problems he observed that were common to many men

became topics for group counseling; individual problems were brought up in

individual sessions.

In some respects all of the project staff performed counseling

functions. For example, when a trainee appeared at his English class with

a bad cut, bandaged in a dirty handkerchief, he was told about the danger

of infection and urged to visit the hospital. When on the day following

he appeared in the same fashion, he was told that if he did not visit the

doctor he would be barred from class. The Associate Director made a

practice of dropping into the dormitories late Friday evenings to visit

the trainees and to observe their pay-day habits. In particular he noted

any indications of excessive use of alcohol. He frequently called on

Sunday evenings, too, when the trainees who had gone home for the weekend

had returned to the campus.

The two graduate student mathematics teachers who lived in the

dormitories with the trainees were available most of the time to give

information or help.

When the full-time counselors joined the project, they felt they

needed additional techniques for identifying the problems which the trainees

had. The previously administered Mooney Problem Check List was found very

useful for this purpose. Fifty-eight per cent of the trainees checked

ten or more problems. Apparently the men were not unwilling to admit to
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their problems, but had difficulty in responding to a verbal request to

say what problems they had. The check list responses provided a bridge

for counselor-trainee discussions, and the staff prized the technique highly.

Many of the problems thus identified were sufficiently serious that the

staff called upon psychologists and psychiatrists at the Veterans Administration

Hospital to give them assistance. Counselors were also surprised at some

of the check list identifications. For example, they found that a large

number of men who were married and had large families indicated they needed

sex education. This beLame a topic for group counseling--led by the women

counselors--as did other problem areas that were shared by many of the

trainees.

Financial problems were especially common. The Associate Director

said that college patterns of dress were adopted by the trainees. He

considered it legitimate that they aspire to improve their appearance, but

thought that many trainees spent more than they could afford on clothing.

They left owing a total of about $1,000 to local merchants for clothing

purchases and services such as dry cleaning. Some trainees spent money

that their families needed, and the staff noted that younger trainees

were particularly likely to overspend on themselves.

Families of the men presented another.:,type of problem. As one

counselor put it, When the men entered training, their wives' aspirations

spiraled like a missile moving off its launch pad." Wives expected that

after the year of training their husbands should be able to provide them

with much more than was realistic. Many wives came to the Institute to

talk with the counselors, but the staff felt that they should have had a

family counselor who could visit the families to help them with their problems

and to explain to the wives that their husbands could not be expected to do

i



all that the wives were demanding. Resident trainees were likely to return

from home on Sunday night depressed and worried because of psychic demands

made on them by their families. The project did not have staff to couisel

the wives.32

Some financial problems were met through the MDTA Trainees' Credit

Association that was formed. The staff believed that loans extended to

individuals made it possible for them to remain in the program. The

Association encouraged each trainee to save at least $1 a week.

Two of the trainees had serious health problems: one had severe

epileptic seizures and the other was a schizophrenic. Efforts were made

to help them to understand their own problems and to deal with them.

The younger trainees, who were also those with the highest 1.Q.'s were

especially prone to absenteeism, and they complained of diffuse physical

ills. Although these men were regarded as the most flexible of the trainees,

they were also thought to require the greatest amount of counseling.

During the project year two of the trainees' wives attempted to

commit suicide. Although the counselors were all professionals, they were

not trained to deal with serious emotional illness of either trainees or

family members and they felt that they should have had a psychiatrist

available for consultation and referral.

Staff members agreed that the need for counseling was tremendous.

In the relatively short period in which their intensive and extensive

counseling approach was conducted, however, it was difficult to conclude

which techniques were most effective. It may be that the techniques

employed--group counseling, individual counseling, bull sessions in the

32
See comment by Associate Director on p. 89.
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dormitories, instructors' reinforcement of proper standards, etc.all

combined to provide a milieu in which trainees could almost imperceptibly

pdnp:- new cptc of n,

Cultural Enrichment

One hour a week was set aside for a lecture by a visitor who was

prominent in the community or at the Institute. Lecture topics included

development of motivation and expectations about the personal growth

attendant to participation in the project, health and sanitation, the

importance of learning, civil rights, success on the job, the use of money,

civic opportunities and responsibilities, and the like.

Each week the trainees saw a one hour educational movie dealing

with such topics as natural science, jet propulsion, credit, friendship,

good driving habits, conservation, and travel.

Current events discussions were incorporated into the content

of the English classes. ainees were assigned to engage in role playing

for the purpose of extending their perceptions about the behavior appropriate

to particular roles other than their own. There were field trips to

historic places and public establishments. Those who had some creative

ability were encouraged to express it. Two trainees began to write poetry,

and before training ended one had received a contract from a music publisher

to write song lyr'cs. Another painted a mural backdrop for the graduation

ceremonies. Still another sang a solo at graduation. The trainees published

a book of their on biographies. At the end of training they built an

exhibit to show their accomplishments and demonstrate their job skills.

Each job training class elected a commencement speaker.

Trainees were also urged to participate in campus activities, and

apparently they were welcomed and made to feel at home.



IV. TRAINEE RESPONSE TO THE TRAINING PROGRAM

Choice of Tr.Tlinino Occupation

We mentioned in the last chapter that the trainees were permitted

to choose the kind of job training they vented. Brickmasonry and meat

processing were a little more popular than the other two occupations, as

indicated in Table 11. Trainees in these two occupations were younger,

as a group, but the project report shows 'little if any relationship between

1.Q. scores and choice of training occupation.

TABLE 11

NUMBER OF TRAINEES, AGE AND I.Q. BY CHOICE
OF TRAINING OCCUPATIONS 4

Training Occupation No. Enrolled Average Age Average I.Q.

Brickmasonry 48 31 80.28

Carpentry 38 37 83.34

Farm machinery maintenance 36 35 81.91

Meat processing 44 31 79.34

Total 166b

.111100111.

Source: Tusi-,egee institute, op. cit., Volume ii, pp. 13-17.

bThe project reported only on the 166 trainees who completed training.

The BSSR interview data do not represent all training occupations

equally. Presumably because of differential migration following training

of trainees in different training occupations we succeeded in locating for



interview differing proportions of those who were enrolled in the four

fields. Seven of the 127 we interviewed were dropouts; we interviewed

73 per cent of the 166 who completed training: among the graduates of each

of the training occupations, we interviewed 75 per cent in brrckmasor.ry,

74 per cent in carperit.?y;.89 per cent in farm machinery maintenance, and
. ,v44011

55 per cent in meat processing. We have no knowledge that those interviewed

differed significantly from those who were not located. The comparisons

which follow assume that the response rates are adequate for comparing

trainees in each of the several training occupations.

When we look at the BSSR interview data we find a number of ways

in which choice of job training is related to trainee characteristics

(see Table 12) .

Among the graduates those who chose brickmasonry tended to have

lower educational achievement but more had pretraining incomes considerably

higher than those reported by the other trainees. The interviewers rated

more of them fluent in language, they were more likely than others to have

been the main breadwinners in the household, and, although unemployment was

as common among bricklayers as among the trainees as a group, more bricklayers

appear to have been able to compensate by holding multiple jobs or by having

others in the household employed. If we can judge by their incomes they

were better able to earn a living or perhaps having money was more important

to them. These men chose the training occupation that would pay them the

highest hourly wage, but that would not necessarily guarantee them regular

employment.



TABLE 12

CHARACTERISTICS OF INTERVIEWED TRAINEES BY JOB-TRAINING FIELDS

All Farm
Brick- Carpen-

Equip-Occupa-
masonry tryf;eNetr ment

Meat

Proc-

essing

All Respondents N=126 N=37 N=28 N=36 N=25

Personal Characteristics:

Over 35 years of age ..... . 45% 35% 61% 49% 32%
12 or more years of education. . 24% 14% 11% 22% 56%
Rated by interviewer as fluent

in English 79% 87% 64% 77% 88%
Married and living with spouse . . . 79% 84% 72% 95% 64%
Had military service 35% 32% 25% 36% 48%
While in training thought would want

only training related work
at completion 73%. 92% 72% 57% 72%

Median number of persons in household. a a a 4_5 a a

Emolovment Characteristics:

Unemployed at some time during year
preceding application .

Unemployed at time of application. . .

Trainee income from all jobs during
year preceding application more than
$1,500 .

Own jobs(s) main source of household
income during year preceding
application

Two or more persons in household held
jobs for one month or more during
year preceding application

Total household income more than
$2,500 year preceding appl ication, .

Fa mirg main or partial source
of household income. . . .

Unemployed at Some Time During.

S2'1:

:36%

69%

35%

22%

22%

Nm72

62%
24%

54%

78%

38%

42%

14

N=22

71%
36%

29%

64%

43%

15%

29%

N=20

50%
19%

28%b

75%

31%

18%

42%

N=17

52%

32%

33%b

60%

28%

11%

4%

N=13Year Prior to Application:

Unemployed - -15 weeks or more

Employed at Some Time During

45%

N:::116

50%

N=34

60%

N=23

47%

N=35

23%

N=24Year Prior to ApplicaCon:

Held more than one job 39% 50% 52% 26% 29%

E2212YssLAL111292±...1: N=92 N.28 N=18 N=29 N=17

Hourly pay less than $1.05 per hour. . 149% 46% 33% 62% 47%
Working less than 40 hours a week 22% 21% 33% 16%1) 24%
Regarded job as "steady" 61% 79% 39% 62% 53%

aThe median is employed for this iten, not a proportion.

bExcluded from calculation of proportions are responses which were
not ascertained for the indicated items.
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Trainees in carpentry tended to be concentrated in the over 35

age group, were not high school graduates and rated below average in

language fluency. They were characterized by notably high rates of

unemployment, few had had jobs they regarded as steady, and their income

level was low. As compared to the men in brickmasonry and meat processing

they were more likely to have claimed some income from farming. Carpentry

trainees could anticipate an hourly rate second only to brickmasons;

these two trades have in common the likelihood that work will not

always be steady. Although trainees in the two fields had similar pretraining

patterns of unemployment, those in carpentry had had lower personal and

household incomes.

Farm machinery maintenance trainees came disproportionately from

farming employment. They had acquired less than average formal education,

but more had completed high school than the trainees in the construction

trades. They were more likely than others to be married. They were

especially likely to be the sole supporters of their families and to

report low pretraining personal and household incomes. They had had fairly

steady jobs over -all before training, but at a relatively low hourly rate.

Working on a farm appears to have been the major correlate of their choice

of training area.

The trainees who chose Reatprocessing had )y far the most education

and also were rated higher than average ,n language fluency. They were

younger, less likely to be married, and nearly half reported some period

of military service. They were a little less likely to have been the

main source of household support before they came into training, and

although they showed a moderate frequency of unemployment during the year

preceding training, they experienced shorter periods of unemployment than

trainees in the other skills area.
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The final report submitted by the staff includes an extensive

statistical analysis of ratings and test scores.31 Over-all, those who

were residents on the campus, over 35, married and members of Group A

received higher ratings and scores.

The Tuskegee testing staff also developed a form for employers to

use in evaluating trainees after they had been on the job for a few months.

All of the ratings and testing instruments are included in the

appendix to the project's final report.

Counseling

The description of the program given here refers to the latter half

of the project. We do not know the extent to which all or some of these

features were present during the first half.

One hour of group counseling was conducted each week by the part-

time Director of Counseling. Each group included members of both Group A

and Group B so that the less verbal members would be stimulated by the

others. Initially, the sessions focused on fairly obvious needs of the

group: personal hygiene, money management, citizenship, the roles of the

man in the American society, the roles of other family members and the like.

Later on, the emphasis shifted to such topics as preparation for employment

interviews and job performance.

Trainees were told that they were welcome to visit the Counselor

to discuss personal problems. When it became apparent that the majority

of the trainees were timid about taking advantage of this offer, those

who had not elected to come in on their own received notes telling them

of a scheduled appointment.

31Ibid, Volume II. See also discussion of shortcomings in statistical
analysis on pp.58-59.


